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The movement for same-sex weddings is one of the most historical changes in 
history. In 2003, Massachusetts became the first state to legalize same sex marriages. 
Many other states continued the movement in years after. In 2015, the Government 
proposed a statewide law to allow legal gay marriage. As a result, the circumstances for 
the traditional wedding, which is between a man and a woman, is shifting and the 
LGBTQ community now needs to find their niche in determining how to have a 
traditional LGBTQ wedding. This leaves the individuals involved in a wide-open range 
for planning their wedding and most importantly planning their dress.  
Determining one’s dress for a same-sex wedding is determined by each 
individual’s own fashion identity. Fashion identity is defined by how you identify 
yourself fully influences your dress and what you wear determines who you are as a 
person. In the LGBTQ culture, there are many different ways one can use fashion identity 
to express their sexuality. Gay men have many different identities, each of which may 
have different ideas of what to wear during their wedding. The different categories of gay 
men are the dandy/fairy, the bear, the circuit boy/clone, the leatherman, the artsy gay, and 
the drag queen. In the lesbian culture, there are also different ways to identify oneself 
such as the butch, the boy babe, and the lipstick lesbian. For both gays and lesbians, the 
questions that arise when choosing dress are about the same and they all boil down to the 
same answer, that the individual has the freedom to do whatever he or she wants. For two 
men, both men can wear suits, the same color, opposite color, or even a dress. For 
women, both can wear suits, one can wear and dress and the other a suit, and both can 
wear dresses. It is truly up to the individuals involved.  
 
